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The benefits of e-commerce for retailers are undeniable because retailers 
can easily measure and gather data online (e.g. demographic, socioeconomic, 
customer interests, campaign/offer effectiveness, and A/B test results) that 
help them to make business decisions and act accordingly. Retailers can 
discover how to improve based on real, objective data.

But what about physical retailers? While e-commerce integrates advanced tools to connect and measure customer behavior 
online, brick-and-mortar retailers continue relying on inefficient tools. They too must embrace technology to transform real-
world insights into action and competitive advantages. That’s why at Fontech we offer tools for gathering the actionable  
data they’ll need to start promoting their businesses with all of the advantages that technology has to offer. Leveraging 
their WiFi infrastructure and location-based services (LBS) from Fontech, physical retailers get insights on all types on 
customer behavior and can transform them into new revenue streams.

What can physical retailers and venue owners do with Fontech’s LBS?

This powerful tool empowers them to:
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Measure - High-value data allows venue and shop 
owners to measure visitor behavior and experience.

Analyze - Insights from an intuitive platform give 
an accurate vision of the business in real time. LBS 
offers intelligent and effective analytics that are easy 
to understand and translate into valuable business 
information, helping venue owners and retailers make 
informed decisions.

Act - Fontech’s LBS makes it easy to generate 
marketing campaigns that promote products and 
services, and provides tools to measure their impact, 
attribution, and effectiveness. With all the objective 
data gathered, retailers can adapt their stores and 
venues accordingly (physical layout, staff hours 
and distribution, product placing, etc.) to improve 
customer experience and boost sales.

Location-Based
Services (LBS)
Product Datasheet

Fontech’s Location-Based Services (LBS) provides real-time 
analytics of physical spaces: who enters the venue, how they 
move, areas where visitors tend to stop, cold spots, and of those 
visitors who buy, how many return. It also features person counters and 
queue management. This information allows business owners to improve 
their business management and make decisions such as physical layout 
configuration, number of staff, and product promotion based on objective data. 
LBS also allows the generation of marketing campaigns and offers tools to measure 
its effectiveness.

Fontech’s revolutionary LBS software is integrated with our WiFi Service Management Platform 
(WMSP) that helps retailers, as well as hotel managers and business owners of all verticals, 
better understand factors like client, customer, and visitor preferences and behavior. Fontech’s 
LBS can integrate data from a variety of business applications (TPV, ERP, CRM, RRHH, etc.) 
through a push-and-pull API.

Physical retailers and venue owners must transform real-world insights into 
action, and action into competitive advantages
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20%
In 2017, online sales grew 
by 15.5%, more than 20% of 
total retail increases 1 
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Number of visitors, passersby, and the capture rate

Amount of time customers spend inside the venue or shop

Loyalty rate: Number of new and repeat visits to a shop or venue 

Performance comparison by date, location, triggered campaigns, etc. 

Duration of visits

Fontech’s LBS allows retailers and business owners to gather insights on the behavior of their customers which will help 
them evaluate their management and action plans with objective data, turning numbers into valuable information and 
benefits:

Convert visitors into loyal clients: Identifying new and repeat customers allows business owners to offer rewards.

Provide customers with a better in-store experience: Understanding their preferences, movement patterns, and 
behavior help business owners and retailers to offer them what they’re looking for.

Easily promote products and services through marketing campaigns: Fontech’s LBS contains a powerful marketing 
tool that allows business owners to connect with customers.

Understand store and venue profitability: Statistics on the visitor-to-client conversion rate during the day can help 
take actions that maximize business profitability.

Optimize the staff management: Knowing the number of daily visitors and their foot traffic around a business space 
helps venue owners efficiently manage staff by understanding peak times, rush hours, and hot spots.

Optimize the store or venue layout: Recognizing hot and cold spots in the venue helps retailers and venue owners 
optimize their layout design. They’ll learn how to effectively position products or services and measure before and after 
effects. 

LBS modules

Fontech’s LBS includes different modules with specific purposes:

WiFi Analytics 

Gather key metrics on customer behavior to understand how they interact and behave. Thanks to WiFi Analytics, retailers 
and business owners can find out:
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Heat maps 

Analyze customer activity and movement to optimize the layout. Fontech’s LBS provides two types of heat maps: traffic 
maps that identify areas of customer movement, and activity maps that show specific areas in which they stop. With heat 
maps, business owners and retailers can:

Measure traffic and activity

Determine activity thresholds and discover hidden patterns in customer 
movement 

Use the sequence reproduction tool to analyze how customer 
movements evolve throughout the day 

View the heat maps of any location on any date or specific time

People counters 

People counters show the number of visitors that have entered the 
store or walked through a specific area in a determined period of 
time. With this feature, business owners and retailers can:

Measure visits by hours, days, weeks, etc.

Find out which days and hours have the greatest number 
of visits

Compare information from different locations during specific 
timeframes and obtain absolute and relative data

Discover the most common trends and  traffic patterns and 
make optimal traffic predictions

Integrate with points of sale to gather conversion data, average 
ticket amounts, etc.

Marketing campaigns 

With Fontech’s LBS, you can create and customize digital campaigns in an agile and simple way, later measuring their 
impact and attribution. With this feature, business and shop owners can:

Define audiences segmented by demographic (gender, age, location) and behavioral information (frequency and 
duration of visits)

Establish campaign objectives

Generate custom campaigns, selecting how and when they are launched

Measure campaign impact

Measure campaign attribution: number of visits generated from campaign audience

Understand campaign effectiveness, comparing them by date and location

Measure campaign evolution in real time and modify them for improvement
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For further information, contact:  fontech@fon.com

Queue management 

This feature provides insight, in real time, on how many clients are waiting in line and how long it takes to attend to them. 
To achieve the shortest possible wait time, queue management allows retailers and business owners  to:

Know current wait times and status

Set triggers and alerts

Consult, compare, and understand behavioral patterns with historical data

Compare key indicators and find correlations among them (number of visits, visit duration, etc.)

In real time, calculate the number of necessary cashiers required for a specific service depending on the number of 
expected users, maximum waiting time, number of desired customers in queue, etc.

Establish a level of compliance by setting a maximum waiting time or number of people queued, for example




